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Unlim~ed Release ----'. / ""/.. The integrated fuel-coolant interaction code (IFCI) is a best-estimate computer program for analysis of phenomena related to mixing of molten nuclear reactor core material with reactor coolant (water). The latest version of the code, IFCI 7.0, has been designed for analysis of small-and intermediate-scale experiments in order to gain insight into the physics (including scaling effects) of molten fiel-coolant interactions (FCIS), and to assess and validate the code's methods, models, and correlations.
IFCI is under development at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) and is sponsored by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissio~Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (USNRC/RES).
This document describes the use of the IFCI code (IFCI 7.0) . It consists of a brief description of major models, correlations, and pertinent equations in IFCI 7.0, and an input description. It also identifies limitations of the IFCI models. The main reference for the IFCI models and correlations is the IFCI 7.0
Modelsand CorrelationsReport (Younget al. 1998) . Theinputdescriptionaddressesall input parameters and files, and discusses the impact of certain key parameters on results. Users may also refer to the IFCI 6.0 Validation and Assessment Report (Reed et al. 1995 ).
The IFCI Code
The IFCI computer code was developed to investigate FCIS in as mechanistic a manner as possible. The code is intended to address all aspects of FCI phenomen~including coarse fragmentation and mixing of molten material with water, triggering, propagation and fine fiagmentatioq and expansion of the melt-water system. The ultimate objective of the code is to predict rates of steam generatio~melt fragmentation and dispersio~shockwave generation and propagatio~and system loading for explosive and nonexplosive FCIS. The intent is to study and assess FCI scenarios for nuclear reactors and other industrial applications. Young (1987) and Dosanjh (1989) describe an early version of the IFCI code. Much of the material in these two documentson IFCI'Ssurfaceareatransportlogic,dynamicfragmentationmodel,and equation-of-state package is still current. Young (1990) describes a recent code version that includesa melt surface entrainment model and a melt surface tracking algorithm. All three references describe results of IFCI runs that model a generic version of an intermediate-scale FCI pouring-mode experiment in the fully instrumented test series (FITS) (Mitchell et al. 1981; Corradini 1981w Marshall 1988 . These IFCI runs served three main purposes: (1) to demonstrate that the code architecture is essentially complete and functional; (2) to provide an early qualitative assessment of the operability of the underlying models and constitutive relations, and, (3) to improve perspective on the needs for and priorities of fbrther model development and experimental data.
Existing Documentation
Further documentation is provided by the IFCI 7.0 Models and Correlations Report (Young et al. 1998 ) and the IFCI 6.0 Validation and Assessment Report (Reed et al. 1995) , which describes the results of IFCI calculations of MI.XA6, MAGICO, and KROTOS experiments. This report contains brief descriptions of the hydrodynamic field equations and closure relations, and the models used to describe FCI phenomen~notably models for dynamic fragmentation and surface area transport, and melt oxidation. Parametric detonation/fine-fragmentation models have also been implemented; at present, these models have been incorporated into IFCI but are not fidly validated.
The Fuel-Coolant Interaction Event
It is generally agreed that the FCI process can be roughly divided into four phases: the initial coarse mixing phase, the trigger phase, the detonating propagation phase, and the hydrodynamic expansion phase. These four phases are usefhl conceptually, although in reality they may all be occurring simultaneously in different spatial locations in the melt-coolant mixture region. In addition to the four phases, there are also different contact modes that must be considered: the pouring mode, m which a mass of molten material is dropped into a pool of coolant jet mixing, where a jet of melt is injected into cookm~and the stratified mode, where the melt is in a pool or layer, covered by a layer of coolant.
Coarse mixing is characterized by entry of molten material (melt) into a coolant (water) with accompanying vapor generation, intermixing of the melL water, and vapor, and breakup of the melt into smaller diameter drops (smaller meaning on the order of 0.1-10 cm); this phase occurs on a time scale of O.1-1.0s. During this phase, the melt and water are insulated from one another by a vapor film, which serves to maintain the fbel temperature close to its initial value throughout coarse mixing. Breakup of the melt is thought to be governed by hydrodynamic instabilities, notably the Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. These breakup processes are driven by relative velocity differences or accelerations between the melt and the water/steam interfhce.
Triggering occurs when some local disturbance collapses the vapor films around the melt. This collapse allows direct water-melt contact or near contacL high heat transfer rates to the water, and high relative velocities in the vicinity of the trigger. If the tiggering event is sufficiently strong and conditions in the mixture are favorable, the mixture may enter a detonating propagation phase. Triggering is not well understood, but is typically observed to occur quickly, on a time scale of around 100 ps, and is oflen initiated by contact of the melt with a solid stiace (Young 1987; Kim 1985; Corradini 1981b; Kim and Corradini 1988 ).
The explosive propagation phase is characterized by a "reaction zone," which propagates through the mixture region. Within this reaction zone, the coarsely mixed melt is rapidly fragmented into particles in the 10-100 pm size, with accompanying rapid increase in melt surface are% release of heat to the water, and generation of shockwaves. It should be noted that liberation of chemical energy is not accounted for at this time. Typical experimentally observed propagation speeds are in the 50-500 mls range. (Mitchell et al. 1981; Corradini 198la) The same hydrodynamic instabilities that are present during coarse mixing could also be responsible for the rapid fine fragmentation occtig during propagation%although other mechanisms may also be operative, for instance, jet penetration of the melt by the water (Marshall 1988) or shockwave-induced fiagmentition. 
Introduction
In the expansion phase, the expanding steam-water-melt mixture converts therinal energy into work on the surroundings. This phase has been treated in detail by various researchers (Swenson and Corradini 1981; Stevenson 1980 ).
Other FCI Modeling
Past research on FCI phenomena has been both experimental and theoretical in nature, but has not totally succeeded in resolving questions on FCI effects at large scale. In general, most of this research has been directed to answering questions of reactor safety. Separate effects and integrated experiments have been performed at small and intermediate scales to investigate many FCI phenomena. These experiments have provided much usefulinformation, but mustbe muchsmallerthan actualreactoror industrial scales. FCIS have demonstrated scale dependence in past experiments, for instance, the "pint theory" (Mitchell et al. 1981) lower limit on the amount of melt necessary for an FCI, and there are very likely other scale-dependent processes in FCIS that are unknown at this time, making the extrapolation of experimental data to industrial scale very uncertain. On the theoretical side, lack of data on basic FCI phenomena makes choosing the correct model from among competing models very difficult without an accurate model of the physical phenomena occurring during an FCI, the experimental results cannot be confidently extended to large scale.
Early models and correlations tended to be parametric and address only isolated aspects of FCIs. As more knowledge of FCIS was gained, models evolved to include more physics. Simultaneously, advances in computational hydrodynamics allowed incorporation of the more reiined models in a suitable hydrocode fiameworlq allowing more aspects of the FCI to be treated simultaneously in an integrated fashion.
These modeling efforts with hydrocodes have also evolved from simple models and one-dimensional, single-field hydrocodes toward more physical models and two-dimensional, muh.ifield hydrocodes. This evolution has taken place both as the limitations of early modeling efforts have been recognized and as more advanced computational hydrodynamic techniques have become available.
Recent FCI modeling efforts have generally been aimed at either the coarse mixing phase or the detonation phase. Examples of coarse mixing calculations are those done by Bankoff and Hadid (1984) ,
Abolfadland Theofmous (1987) , Thyagaraja and Fletcher (1986) , and Chu and Corradini (1989) , all for mixing in the lower plenum of a power reactor. Examples of propagation calculations are those of Carachalios et al. (1983) , Medhekar et al. (1988) , and Fletcher and Thyagaraja (1989) . The above efforts generally have made simplif@g assumptions, either in the hydrodynamic model or in the models of FCI phenome~to make the problem more tractable. Several of the coarse mixing calculations, for instance, use a constant initial particle size (Ekmkoff and Hadid 1984; Abolfadl and Theofmous 1987; Thyagaraja and Fletcher 1986) , an assumption that incorrectly predicts early steam generation rates and consequent early separation of melt and coolant. The propagation calculations mentioned above me one-dimensional.
IFCI OVERVIEW
Before describing the details of IFCI, it will be helpful to have a general understanding of the code and how it operates. Section 2 provides a general description of the IFCI code and its structure,and a brief description of IFCI'Sinputs and outputs.
General Description
The current state of knowledge about the physical processes occurring in FCIS, characteristics of existing hydrocodes, and the necessity of calculating FCIS in a reactor stiety context were all considerations in the original design of IFCI. IFCI 7.0 has been modified to provide useful insight and a usable analysis tool for the study of FCIs.
Because of the radically different time scales associated with the different phases of an FCI, an implicit numerical hydrodynamics method is desirable for its ability to exceed the Courant limit (Roache 1972) , thereby reducing computation time. The presence of at least three separate material fields in the FCI problem (water, vapor, and molten &eI), all at different temperatures and moving at dMerent velocities, also suggested the use of a multifield method. The presence of shock waves during the propagation phase requires use of a compressible hydrodynamic method.
The Stability-Enhancing Two-Step (SETS) method (Mahaf& 1982; Dearing 1985) was chosen as the basis of an appropriate hydrodynamic method that satisfied the above criteria. This selection was originally motivated by the existence of MELPROG/MOD 1 (Dosanjh 1989; Kelly 1985) , a severe reactor accident code using the SETS method, which features a two-dimensional, four-field fluids compressible hydrodynamics module with many necessary models already incorporated. IFCI has been stripped of the nonessential MELPROG/MOD 1 modules, but retains some vestiges of the original inpuã s wil be seen in the input description.
MELPROG/MODl was designed to calculate the events occurring during a hypothetical core meltdown accident in a light-water reactor (LWR). This code already includes a phase change model, a sophisticated heat-transfer model with complete boiling curve, an equation-of-state for steam and water, a flow regime map for both vertical and horizontal flow, and models for both interphase and fieldstructure drag. As such, MELPROG/MODl could be used as the basis for IFCI, with the addition of models for FCI phenomena not covered by MELPROG/MODl. IFCI 7.0 consists of several modules, divided according to responsibility for calculating different physical processes, which respectively handle fluids transpo~convection, boiling heat transfer, etc. Output data are available as printed output, and a binary graphics output file.
IFCI 7.0 provides a two-dimensional, r-z geometry, three-field hydrodynamics model whose fields consist of vapor (steam), water, and melt (in IFCI, these are referred to as fields 1,2, and 3 respectively).
Versions of IFCI previous to 7.0 contained a fourth fiel~solid debris, which-was not used. A "field," in the context of the SETS method, means a set of momentum, mass continuity, and energy equations; a separate set of these equations is solved for each "field." Mass, energy, and momentum transfer between fields is represented by coupling terms in these equation sets.
IFCI is based on a two-dimensional, three-field implementation of the SETS hydrodynamic method. Other extensions necessary to IFCI include providing the interfield constitutive relations between the field for molten fhel ("melt") and the water and steam fields, and extending the equation-of-state package for water-steam to allow supercritical pressures and temperatures.
2.2
Code Structure
IFCI was formerly an integral part of the MELPROG code. It is based on MELPROGS FLUIDS module hydrodynamics subroutines. Furthermore, IFCI drivers, input and output routines are derived from MELPROG subroutines. A description of MELPROG's code structure is given in Dosanjh (1989) . Error! Reference source not found. shows the hierarchy of IFCI subroutines.
Input and Output
IFCI input routines for problem initialization and restart are derived from those used by MELPROG. An IFCI input deck is similar to that specified by MELPROG'S Version 5.2 input description (Heames 1989) . However, a number of extraneous parameters have been removed from the input and a number of additional quantities are required by the FCI models. The input deck is described in the input descriptio~Appendix A.
IFCI generates lxvotypes of output; printed text and a fluids graphics file. The printed output is iteration information to standard output and text information for the fields, which includes, in addition to standard Mormation (volume fiactio~temperature, etc.), a characteristic diameter for melt particles that IFCI calculates for each mesh cell. The graphics file includes standard fluids informatio~the melt characteristic diameter, and the melt stiace area per unit volume for each mesh cell.
The fluid graphics file is usually input to a graphics post-processor, MPOST, which produces output files suitable for use with third-party graphics programs, such as CoVis (CoHort Software 1995) or Tecplot (i4mtec Engineering 1993). The file is formatted as an "unpacked comp file," and cotiorms to the input format for the TRAP postprocessor (Jenks and Martinez 1988) and can also be used with that program, if desired. 
BASIS AND ASSUMPTIONS
Field Equations
The equation set used in IFCI is a three-field, two-dimensional, cylindrical geometry version of a set commonly used in multifield computational hydrodynamics and originally derived from the general field equations of Ishii (Ishii 1975; Kocamustafaogukri 1971) . A "field" in the context of muhifield hydrodynamics is represented by separate momentum, mass continuity, and energy equations for each type and phase of material in the interaction. These three equations are solved for each "field." Mass, energy, and momentum transfer among fields are represented by coupling terms in the field equations for which constitutive relations must be provided. Also necessary is an equation of state for each field. The field equations, associated constitutive relations, equations of state, and initial and boundary conditions, are solved by a variation of the SETS method developed by Maha.f& (1982) .
The field equations used in IFCI (Equations 3.1 through 3.3) are given below for field k and coordinate x:
(akPk)+v0(akPk7k)-~jk-rwk=0
Finally, a constraint on the sum of the fluid volume fractions is also required:
In Equations 3.1 though 3.4, ak is the volume fraction with respect to the total finite-difference mesh cell volume. There can also be a nonflow volume fraction in the cell, as structures, as. The velocity vector 7, is composed of axial and radial components vzk and vrk. The third and fourth terms in Equation 3.1 represent mass transfer among the fields and external mass source terms, respectively. The mass transfer between steam and liquid water is treated implicitly in temperature and pressure, while the other mass transfers are explicit sources. In the momentum equation (see Equation 3 .2), the fourth term representsmomentumtransferamongthe fields,and the fifthtermrepresentswall friction. The coefficients, C, are evaluated explicitly based on the local flow regime. In the ener~equation (see Equation 3.3), the third term is the work term. The fourth term represents eriergy exchange between the fields due to phase change, with Hk representing the saturation enthalpy. The fifth term represents heat transfer among fields. The sixth term represents external energy sources, and the seventh term is energy transfer to an intetiace at saturation.
Basis and Assumptions
Equations 3.1 through 3.4 constitute a set of thirteen coupled, nonlinear, partial dMerential equations that, along with material equations of state and constitutive relations for mass, energy, and momentum exchange, form the hydrodynamic equation set of IFCI.
Closure Equations and Constitutive Relations
The interfield heat transfer terms in Equation 3.3 are given as
where the interracial area per unit volume beween fields~~d k, Ajk ad the heat~fer Coefficient hj~are provided by constitutive relations for each flow regime.
Mass transfer between the water and steam fields is described by a simple bulk boiling model assuming the existence of an interface between the two fields at the saturation temperature:
HIS urface boiling at the melt surface is modeled by a subcooled surface boiling model,
where H~g is an effective latentheat of vapofitiou modified to account for the sensible heat of the "vapor. Equation 3.7 is used to describe film boiling at a surface with either saturated or subcooled coolant.
Constitutive relations are provided in IFCI for heat and momentum transfer in the bubbly, slug, and mist flow regimes between water and vapor. Flow regimes for the melt field are derived by treating the water and vapor together as a second phase. The melt is then described, based on the melt volume fkaction, as either continuous with entrained vapor-water droplets, or as melt droplets in a continuous vapor-water phase (Young et al. 1998) . Provision is also made for the existence of mixture levels; i.e., formation of pools of water or melt.
Heat transfer coefficients (HTCS) between melt and water fields are provided via a boiling curve, which describes nucleate, transition, and film boiling. Only film boiling, the dominant regime for IFCI, is described here. The complete boiling curve is described by Dosanjh (1989) . fractions, a transition is made belween fihn boiling heat transfer to water and vapor born the melt.
At high vapor volume convective heat transfer to 7 -. .-._.
Basis and Assumptions
Additional IFCI Models
In IFCI, a melt drop is described as an Etderian melt field interacting with the water and steam fields, which are also Eulerian. The fhel characteristic size may either be smaller than a finite-difference mesh cell (i.e., subgrid size) or extend over more than one cell. In the subgrid case, the fbel melt exists as discrete drops, which IFCI treats with a model for primary breakup. The primary breakup model provides a source term for a continuity (transport) equation for melt volumetric surface area. In the case where the melt extent is larger than the finite-difference grid, surface area generation takes place as the melt geome~distorts due to hydrodynamic motion on the grid. IFCI includes a surface area tracking modelkdgorithm to treat this case, but the model is currently turned off.
Finite-Difference Grid
The finite-dMerence grid in IFCI is shown in Figure 3 -1 for reference in setting up IFCI input decks.
The main field variables of pressure, volume fraction, and temperature are defined at the cell center, whereas the velocities are defined at the cell edges. 
QUALITY ASSURANCE
Procedures adopted at SNL to ensure the quality of the IFCI code can be grouped into three general areas:
Assessment and validation of individual models and correlations. These procedures apply to both the closure relations for the field equations and the models for specific FCI phenomen~such as dynamic fragmentation.
Assessment and validation of the complete code against FCI experiments.
Methods used to ensure that the code is soundly developed, so as to be reliably usefi.d to the reactor-stiety community. Such methods include those used to ensure configuration control, portability and traceability, providing suitable documentation and use of standardized coding practices.
Models and Correlations
IFCI solves 2D field equations by the SETS method. The hydrodynamics module used (FLUIDS) is described by Dearing (1985) and by Dosanjh (1989) . Schmidt et al. (1990) and Young et al. (1998) give detailed Mormation on the FLUIDS constitutive relations for water and steam. The additional models of specific importance to IFCI that concern FLUIDS field 3, the melt fiel~are briefly described in Section 3 of this document. Section 3 also provides an extensive set of references. The following subsections provide additional Mormation on the assessment and validation of the models specific to the melt field.
Stripping Model
The primary stripping modeI has been validated against small-scale drop breakup dam (Pilch 1981; Marshall and Seebold 1985) and"medium-scale melt breakup data (Young 1987; Young 1990 ). The results are reasonable, but the dala are not prototypical of FCIS. The sensitivity of IFCI 7.0 results to this model is not certain.
Flow Regimes --
The melt-water-steam flow regime descriptions used by IFCI are theoretically derive~but can be compared with available three-field experimental data. Most of these data describe either non-boiling conditions or the behavior of small drops with phase change in an immiscible fluid (Mori 1978) . Experimental difficulties have so fm precluded observation of actual melt-water-steam flow regimes.
Film Boiling Model --
IFCI'Sfilm boiling model has been verified for the case of single hot drops surrounded by water (Dhir and Purohit 1977 ). An unpublished comparison has been done by M. F. Young at SNL against one-and two-dimensional tests petiormed at Brookhaven National Laboratory in order to veri& that steam production is also correct for large ensembles of drops. Young (1987 Young ( , 1990 and Dosanjh (1989) . An additional validation effort has been carried out by M. F. Young at SNL using data from the Sandia EJET experiments (Marshall and Beck 1987) . The EJET series consisted of five experiments in which molten ironhhunina in a jet configuration fell into water chambers. Jet diameters ranged from 3.8 cm to 16.3 cm. Davis (Davis 1993) Several known limitations exist at this time. The flow regime map requires that the two-dimensional finite-difference nodalization be on a sufficiently large scale that the flow regime described is subgrid scale. Mesh cells that are too small (on the order of 1 cm for the present flow regime maps) can result in code execution failures or incorrect results. Shortcomings are also present as a result of model limitations. These include the parametric models currently available for the triggering phenomenon and detonation.
Coding Methods
IFCI is written in standar~portable Fortran 77. No special system calls are used except for the date and time calls, which tend to be machine-specific. Library calls are made to SLATEC linear-system solution routines, Fortran versions of which are readily available.
The stand-alone version of IFCI, IFCI 7.0, has been developed for use on multiple computer platiorms, andhas been documentedto exist as baselinesoftware.Additionalchangeswill be documentedby SNL memoranda.
IFCI subroutines (i.e., the melt fiagrnentation, surface tracking, and area transport routines) have a standard subroutine header, consisting of a set of Fortran comments in a standard format based on that in Sandia Software Guidelines, Volume 3, Standards, Practices, and Conventions (1986) . This standard header contains the routine's purpose, routines called and called from, and revision history, providing additional traceability.
APPENDIX A.: INPUT DESCRIPTION INTRODUCTION
IFCI is derived from the FLUIDS module of the MELPROG/MODl severe accident analysis code. As such, the input format is basically the same as that for MELPROG FLUIDS with some extensions for the FCI models in IFCI. Only a few of the input variables have been removed from the MELPROG version of IFCI prior to completion of code assessment. However, a number of calculations are no longer performed when using the stand-alone version of the code.
INPUT DESCRIPTION
IFCI can be run in two modes -an initialization mode or a restart mode. In both modes the necessary input will be read ftom unit 95, but this file will be substantially smaller during the restart mode because most of the tiormation will be obtained from the restart file (written to unit 98, and read in as unit 93). A skeleton restart file is written to unit 94 during initialization, which can be used as the basis for the restart input file. In the following sections, the initialization input file and the restart input file are described.
GENERAL ORGANIZATION
An IFCIinput deck is organized by module and contains the data necessary for problem control as well as fluids, materials, geometry, and initial and boundary conditions. These data are contained on unit 95 and must be in a specified order.
The problem control data input consists of general parameters such as titles, restart and dump information beginning and ending time, maximum time step, and convergence criteria: These data must always be present on unit 95. The module input consists of the information necessary to speci& and control the problem within each module.
FREE FORMAT INPUT STRUCTURE
The data are read into the code using a ilee format input processor, FUNRD. With this processor, the order in which numbers are read is determined by the code and therefore a card out of order will cause an error. This input processor does not allow for default values, i.e., all required inputs must be entered. Values in the input description that are offset with parentheses are typical values. The typical values may be used in the absence of additional information.
DATA. Data are acceptable as integer, fixed field, or scientific notation. In the latter case, "e" is used to indicate the exponent field. All of the following values will be interpreted equivalently ( 100 100.0 1.0e2 1.0e+2 ).
SEPAIL4TORS. Data is delimited by a comma (,) or a space ( ) or the end of the record (column 80].
REPETITION. Repetition of values maybe done with the form "n*v", where n is the number of times the value v is to be read. Repetition of groups of values is done with the form "n*(ml *v1, m2*v2, ...). where n is the number of times the group within the parentheses is repeated. The total number of values that can be read on one line is 40; therefore something like "60*0.05" must be broken up into "40*0.05" on one line and "20*0.05" on the following line. Note: there cannot be any separation between the number of values, n, and the asterisk *, as this will cause the input data to be incorrectly interpreted as successive values.
CONTINUATIONS. Successive values are assumed to be either on the same card or on the next noncomment card; therefore the user may use 1 card to input 5 values or as many as 5 cards.
EXCESS DATA. Additional data on cards are ignored. In the detailed input description that follows, each read statement has been given a number. The user cannot connect read statements; for example, the second read is the restart flag, IRESTRT. Any additional numbers on the card will be flagged by the code as a possible error and ignored.
COMMENT CARDS. A $ in column 1 identifies the card as a comment card. The card will only be printed as read. There is no limit to the number or location of these cards.
UNITS. Systeme International (S.1.) units are used for all IFCI inpu~as shown in 
KMAX, NEUNG KMAx=
Number of axial nodes. NIUNG = Number of radial rings.
NOTE: The values chosen for KMAX and NRING determine to a large part the total computational time the problem will take.
NOTE: The total number of cells allowed, KMAX*NRING, is controlled by the length of two container arrays within the code, X and XLCM. After the input has been read, the code will determine the total length for these arrays and whether the user has exceeded the
7.
A.
8.
A. B. c.
9.
10.
A. Error criterion 1 for the Newton-Raphson iteration. This is the convergence criterion on the change in relative pressure from iteration to iteration in the FLUIDS calculation. The change in pressure from iteration to iteration may not always force the necessary convergence of the velocities and temperatures, therefore we recommend a tight convergence (typical values are 1.Oe-9 -2.Oe-5). Coefficient multiplying the bulk condensation rate (1.Oe-4).
Metal-water oxidation model flag, O= off, 1 = on. Metal-water rate law override. This is used to select a metal-water reaction rate law other than the default. It is useful for parametric studies, provided that there is only one metal-oxide pair in the systeW as only one reaction rate law can be specified (0). NOTE: DCOR3 is used for the melt-water interaction models and small values will force a significant evaporation rate to occur. A.
23.
24.
25.
26.
FRAC34 (1) Reference mass fi-actions for field 3. These are the initial mass fractions corresponding to the material IDs entered above (MATID3). The melt equation of state (EOS) uses these reference values to determine mass-weighted properties, such as density or heat capacity.
Reference pressure for field 3. The melt thermodynamic EOS uses this parameter (Pa) (see IFCI Models and Correlations document for the form of the EOS).
Reference temperature for field 3. The liquid melt EOS uses this temperature to determine density (K).
Inverse sound speed squared for field 3. The liquid melt thermodynamic EOS uses this parameter (s*/m*). IDETFLG, IDETTRG, IDETPRP, IFRAG, QVS IDETFLG = Flag to turn detonation models on or o~, O= off, 1 = on. 
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
NOTE: The radial direction is described by rings, or cells, e.g., RING 1, is bounded by the first radial node (at 0.0) on the interior, and the second radial node on the exterior or right-hand side. The axial direction is described by the axial nodes.
ADKZ ( Flow area at the inflow boundary (m2). Typically amass flow is known and this input is used to relate the known flow to the inlet tables below.
Number of entries in inflow pressure condition tables (< 100).
Number of entries in inflow boundary condition velocity tables (< 100).
Number of entries in inflow boundary condition temperature tables (< 100).
Number of entries in inflow boundary condition volume fraction tables (< 100).
NOTE: The inflow pressure tables are only used to determine the physical properties of the incoming fluid and not the pressure in the problem.
48.
PRNTAB ( 
60.
A. Initial temperature in the region for field k (K).
MPBC
Initial axial velocity (spatially uniform) in the region for field k (ro.k).
Initial radial velocity (spatially uniform) in the region for field k (m/s). This value is typically much smaller than VIN.
Low-volume fraction limit for all fields. If the volume fraction of a fluid field is calculated to be below this value, the FLUIDS calculation (mass, energy, and momentum) for that field is turned off for the next time step. (1.Oe-8 -1.Oe-5,fiction of whether the case has a low (0.lMPa) or high (10.OMPa) pressure, respectively).
Fluid Module Inputi Geome@ Data
70.
71.
Length of each axial node (m). Avoid order-of-magnitude changes from node to node. Attempt to place the midpoint of nodes near known thermocouple junctions. If a critical phenomenon is anticipated to happen at a particular locatio~add an extra cell to help define it better.
Radial position of rings (m). Note that there are NRING+l of these, starting at IL4(1)=0 and going to outer edge of problem. <<INPUT UNUSED BELOW THIS POIN~>
STRUCTURES MODULE INPUT
The STRUCTURES module input was used to describe all structures, and place them on the computational mesh. No longer used, so use defaults suggested below. The user input data file for a restart is unit 95 (the same file name as the problem initial input file) and the input required is similar to that required for the initial problem input. Fluid initialization input is not required. In addition, several parameters can take the previously set value, by specif@g the restart value as 1.1e37. Either the skeleton restart file on unit 94 can be copied to unit 95, or the original input deck can be copied without those parts and then modified as necessary.
Restart input data are used to describe the current vessel conditions. It is of three types: (1) data that must be entered--such as titles and problem end times, -- (2) data that should be read from the restart file to get its last or original value--such as the .---time step or mesh size, and (3) data that may be either entered or read from the restart. .-
The flag that tells IFCI to obtain the data for a particular entry from the restart file is the input value 1.le37. T'hetype of data needed for each of the three types of data in the restart input file is indicated in the input instructions as "enter", as" 1.le37", or as "either" respectively.
GENERAL INPUT
1.
2.
3.
A. B.
c.
4.
5.
A. 
ITITLE (20A4) (enter
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
KMAX, NRING (1.le37). KMAx' Number of axial mesh nodes. mG = Number of radial rings. GASCOEF (either). GASCOEF = Maximum fraction of gas internal energy that the gas can receive as a heat source in onetime step. TIME, ENDTIM, DELTO (either). TIME =
The starting time (s). Problem end time (s).
The initial time step (s). Typically this value is input as 1.le37 to allow the code to control the time step.
Number of time step pairs in maximum allowable time step For a right boundary conditio~JIN is the axial node number whose outer intetiace coincides with the inflow boundary, 1 <= JIN <= KMAX. For a top boundary conditio~this will be KMAX+l. For a bottom boundary conditio~UN = O.
Flow area at the inflow boundary (m2). Typically amass flow is known and this input is used to relate the known flow to the inlet tables below.
Number of entries in inflow boundary condition volume fraction tables (< 100). 
STRUCTURES MODULE INPUT
The STRUCTURES module input is used to describe all structure, and place them on the computational mesh. All structures must have at least one surface on a FLUIDS cell interface; this is mandatory. The code allows the user to place structures in their actual locations, thus allowing the code to make reasonable radiation and heat-trausfer calculations. This module is seldom used. If a cell in the bed becomes more porous than this value, the code collapses the cell above into it. DZMIN = Minimum DEBRIS module cell mesh size (0.05 m). DEFF = Effective particle diameter in the bed (0.10 m). so = Specific power (W/kg). This should first be set to the total initial power divided by the total mass of U02. The user should then reduce this value by approximately 20% to account for the release of the volatile fission products.
